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1.
Among the formative works of dependency theory in which the economic significance of centreperiphery dynamics was highlighted are the following: P. Appropriately for the first in such a series, the articles in this issue engage critically with this picture. Indeed, they take issue (albeit obliquely, in some cases) with the very prospect of orienting a publication towards the 'periphery', highlighting the difficulty of figuring out exactly where the boundary between centre and periphery lies, and of fixing any one scholar at a peripheral location. ForÁlvarez, as for many other international law scholars, a peripheral identity seemed to sit uneasily with the acquisition of fluency in the language of a cosmopolitan everywhere. Arnulf Becker observes in this issue that 'Latin American international lawyers . . . seem to require the attainment of a "European orientation", which signals the supersession of peripheralness, the acquisition of universality, the achievement of unity'. Nonetheless, the language of centre and periphery has persisted in prior attempts to categorizeÁlvarez and his contributions to international law. Of commentaries onÁlvarez's work, Becker observes: 'Álvarez is either a European of Latin American origin or a Latin American who attained professional acclaim in Europe'.
In place of an Alejandro-goes-to-Europe tale, the articles in this issue tell rich, divergent, and, at times, troubling stories of the work of this prolific and celebrated international lawyer, and, through these, of the discipline of international law. For Liliana Obreg´on,Álvarez's international law work attests to his participation in a 'Creole legal consciousness': 'a broad set of problems, strategies, uses, and ideas about the law that are shared among a group of Latin American lawyers'. In Katharina Zobel's account,Álvarez was an 'inspiring, but provocative' force for the reinvigoration of international law on the bench of the International Court of Justice. Jorge Esquirol readsÁlvarez's contribution as 'an argument for a different hemispheric international order'; above all, as an 'intervention in US-Latin American international politics of his day'. According to Carl Landauer, however, the 'avantgardist, modernist rhetoric' in whichÁlvarez wrote reveals 'an ultimately domesticated message', even asÁlvarez's work manifests 'the importance of Latin America within the larger development of international law'. Arnulf Becker then frames this avowedly Latin American contribution in terms of the 'purposive use of local distinctiveness' in international law. 'Whereas international lawyers have been asking for ages if "international law is really law"', Becker suggests, 'Álvarez's legacy makes us consider a different question: is international law really international?'
A series of journal issues showcasing the work of geographically or linguistically 'peripheral' scholars might well be making 'purposive use of local distinctiveness'. Adoption of the language of centre and periphery, however, does more than affirm the marginality of particular sectors of the international legal discipline. As the contributions to this issue demonstrate, a focus on that which international law projects as its periphery splinters the smooth, frictionless surface in which the discipline is most often coated, and casts its routine bearings awry. In international law, as in the field of political economy, a centre-periphery configuration places at the very centre of the discipline questions surrounding distributional disparity, authority, propriety, and power. Among other effects, such a configuration makes possible the reading of international law as a terrain of conflict, ambition, violence, ambivalence, and bias, rather than merely the means by which 'society' responds to those forces. It is our wish for the Periphery Series that fruitful investigation, along these and many other lines, might proceed through an engagement with influential scholarship to which the would-be 'centre' of the discipline has been largely inattentive. This special issue on AlejandroÁlvarez augurs very well for the exciting work that we hope will continue to find a place on this platform.
